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10 of the best Italian restaurants in Rome
Silvia Marchetti, CNN • Updated 16th November 2017

(CNN) — One thing that should be eternal about the Eternal City is great Italian food.
But that doesn't mean pizza Napoli or pasta marinara every night when you're in
Rome.
These 10 restaurants range from a cozy trattoria through an experimental bistro to the
city's most Michelin star-spangled establishment.
What do they have in common? Not spaghetti bolognese on the kids' menu. They're all
highly regarded for the Italian culinary niche they serve.

1. La Pergola
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He may be "a German in Rome," says the Michelin Guide of La Pergola's head chef,
Heinz Beck, but his Roman and Mediterranean cuisine make him "more Italian than
most of his colleagues." Nice compliment, especially when accompanied by three
Michelin stars -- more than any other restaurant in the city.
Eating here is as much a theatrical as a culinary experience. But the showmanship
shows o the cooking. Serving "The Sea," Beck's signature dish, a waiter pours a
"wave" of seafood broth over a freeze-dried "rock" of scampi claws and potato, which
then dissolves into the "seabed" of barnacles, white shrimp and Venus clams.
The oldest bottle on the wine list dates to 1888, and there's a water menu with 29
choices -- try asking for "the tap." Meals from $133 (€125).

La Pergola, Via Alberto Cadlolo, 101 Rome Cavalieri, Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts.
Tel: +39 06 3509 2152

2. Antica Pesa
"One of Rome's most loved restaurants by the international jet set," is how the Italian
food guide Gambero Rosso describes this chic trattoria. Robert De Niro and Madonna
are among the members of that illustrious group pictured in attendance on the
restaurant's walls.
Apart from the opportunities for star-spotting, it's the subtly modernized traditional
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